
Safer Community App FAQ 
1. What is the Safer Community app?
Answer:  An overview of the app can be found here [Link to our Guide once its up on
the web].  SHIELD CU COVID testing uses the Safer Community app, which can be
downloaded on your smartphone. You are notified of your test results in the app.   

2. How do I get the Safer Community app?
Answer:  Download app at:

• Apple Store: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/safer-community/id1545417277
• Google Play Store:

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rokmetro.safer

3. Why do I need the Safer Community app?
Answer: This app is used by the college to confirm all student and employee access
eligibility for all Parkland facilities. 

4. How do I make sure the app is setup to work at Parkland?
Answer:  It is imperative that if you have a Parkland email address, you use it to register
your Safer Community app. Follow these setup instructions carefully.

5. What if I already have the app but I used a phone number or non-Parkland email to
register it?
Answer: Follow these app ID change instructions carefully.

6. What if I am an employee or student that doesn’t have a Parkland email address?
Answer:  The Safer Community app will work for you if you follow directions for your
situation in the Reporting of Vaccination Status FAQ.  If you are fully vaccinated and
plan on using your vaccination status as your entry access to Parkland facilities, you must
make sure the email address you submitted to Parkland when submitting your vaccination
card matches the email address you used to register for the Safer Community app.

7. Can I use a different app to display my vaccination or testing status?
Answer: Parkland College has chosen the Safer Community app (and the Safer Illinois
app for University of Illinois affiliates) to ensure compliance with the governor’s
Executive Order.  We are currently unable to offer other technical options for displaying
vaccination or testing statuses.

8. What if I refuse to use the Safer Community app?
Answer:  You will be denied access to Parkland College facilities.
For individuals with privacy concerns: The app allows location services to be turned off
completely. This ensures the app is operating locally solely for the purpose of entering
campus buildings without disclosing your location or medical information without your
express permission to developers.

https://www.parkland.edu/Portals/3/Student Life/Wellness Center Files/COVID-19/getting-started-safer-community-app.pdf?ver=A7aywrk-UthS4YVhFk9fsQ%3d%3d
https://www.parkland.edu/Portals/3/Student Life/Wellness Center Files/COVID-19/how-to-change-app-id.pdf?ver=0C3bq2r41-gyCj8DUr8C1A%3d%3d
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/safer-community/id1545417277
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rokmetro.safer


Parkland is actively exploring the option for those without a phone or the app to enter 
campus through a single campus entry point; however, this entry point may not be 
conveniently located depending on their purposes. We will share information on this 
option when it becomes available with additions to this FAQ.  

9. Do I have to download my vaccination status into the app?
Answer:  No.  Report your vaccination status to Parkland College in the manner
indicated on the Reporting of Vaccination Status FAQ.  Parkland will then determine if
you will receive facility access using your vaccination status.

10. What information does Parkland share with this app and vice versa?
Answer:  The app does not share any COVID testing information with Parkland.
Parkland does not share any medical information with the app either.  It only provides a
list of email addresses and names of those individuals that should have the building
access feature turned on.

11. What is the building access feature within the app?
Answer:  The door checkers will look for a yellow square that appears around the QR
code within the app.  The yellow square appears around this box because either a person
has been granted building access permissions by the college based on their fully
vaccinated status or because they have had a negative SHIELD CU COVID test in the
last 7 days. This yellow square will remain around the QR code on the app unless you test
positive for COVID while testing at a SHIELD CU testing site.  In this case your square
on the app will become red during the isolation period mandated by CUPHD.  It turns
back to yellow when your mandated isolation period ends.

12. How are my testing results communicated through the app if I am testing at a SHIELD
CU testing site?
Answer: If a person has had a negative test within the last week, the square around the
QR code within the app will be yellow.  If a person has not tested in the last seven days
or never tested at a SHIELD CU site, the box around the QR code within their app will be
orange.  If a person tests positive at a SHIELD CU site, their square would turn to red
during the isolation period mandated by CUPHD before turning back to yellow.

13. Will Parkland College know my vaccination/testing status if I use the app?
Answer: No, Parkland is not given any test results by OSF. The yellow-square system,
listed in the question above, ensures that Parkland door checkers do not know whether a
person has the appropriate access to the building because they have a negative test result
or are fully vaccinated.  Individuals with a red box around their QR code on the app,
which indicates a positive COVID test, should not come to campus.

14. My test came back "invalid." What does that mean?
Answer: Invalid results typically occur when non-optimal saliva samples are submitted.
Before your next test, please be sure to refrain from eating, drinking, tooth brushing,
mouth washing, or tobacco use for at least one hour prior to submitting your saliva



sample. For best results, it is recommended to hydrate during the morning and get tested 
in the afternoon. 
 

15. What if I don't get a test result? 
Answer: First, try logging out and back into the Safer Community App to see if your test 
result has shown up. For all Safer Community app users: If a result does not show up 
after 48 hours, send an email to shield@osfhealthcare.org to determine the issue. 
 

16. What if I have problems downloading or setting up the Safer Community app? 
Answer: Additional information will be provided on assistance options in the coming 
days.  Please review this FAQ for more information. 
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